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The Ice Sea Pirates

By Frida Nilsson - illustrated by
David Barrow

A classic adventure of icy seas and cold-
blooded pirates, wolves, mermaids and

the bravery of one girl determined to save
her sister.
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Nilsson’s epic adventure tale is a modern classic
that captivates the reader. It is impossible to put
down.

SvD (Swedish Daily News)

 

[Nilsson] is our new Astrid Lindgren. Little
bookworms will throw themselves at this frost-
sparkling tale.

M Magasin

 

This is an exciting Nordic story, with pirates and
wolves, icy cold and salted herrings—and a strong
hero who lets nothing stop her. Frida Nilsson is
a great new writer for Gecko Press and this book is
that rare combination of extremely well written and
very accessible. 

Julia Marshall, publisher



 

Read the rst chapter here.

The cold bites and the sea lashes in this page-
turning adventure on the ice seas. No one but
ten-year-old Siri dares to face treacherous
sailors, hungry wolves and the arctic winter to
save her younger sister from the dreaded Captain
Whitehead and his ice sea pirates.

 

The Ice Sea Pirates - available for the rst time in
English - is a sensation in Sweden. 
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Frida Nilsson is a leading Swedish writer, recently
chosen as one of the best emerging writers in Europe
under 39 (Hay Festival’s Aarhus 39). She has been an
August Prize nominee three times, winning the Astrid
Lindgren Prize in 2014. Her books have been translated
throughout Europe and nominated for the prestigious
Youth Literature Prize in Germany and several literary
awards in France. 

It has been nominated for six major European
awards and won three of them.

 

 

For more information about The Ice Sea
Pirates click here.
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